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Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. Forums presented by Chucklefish and Stardew Valley are a general discussion in the General Discussion launched by Penarddun, September 18, 2018. (You must log in or register to respond here.) Forums presented by Chucklefish zgt;
Stardew Valley's Common Discussion of the Stardew Valley Wiki For Trees That Felled on Wood, See Trees. Fruit trees require 28 days to mature, after which they produce one fruit per day when in season. Fruits can accumulate up to three days before harvest. Fruit trees do not need to be watered, and will not die in winter. Fruit seedlings will grow during
any season, allowing players to plant and prepare for the upcoming season to bear fruit. Each fruit tree must be planted in the center of a clear area of land 3x3 in order to grow, although they can be placed next to a permanent structure (i.e. a house or greenhouse). The 3x3 area should remain clean of objects, decking and terrain features (including grass);
otherwise the tree will not grow. If the night debris spawns, which prevents the growth of the fruit tree, the game will pop up in the morning saying the fruit tree can't grow that night. The 3x3 area also cannot cover the area for another fruit tree; The game will not allow you to plant in this situation. So the nearest you can plant the seedlings next to each other
with two tiles between them in each direction. The fruit tree is planted directly in the ground. Fruit trees can grow in a greenhouse, in the central soil or around the border. Fruit trees planted in the greenhouse will bear fruit every day after ripening and will not change color depending on the season. Fruit trees can be felled, and give normal wood. Fruit trees
can be struck by lightning, causing them to be burned within 4 days. During this time, they will not produce fruit, and will produce coal. After 4 days, they will return to normal life. Fruit trees cannot be easily moved or moved, they must be felled and replanted unless they edit game files. Be especially careful in planning and placing seedlings because an
expensive seedling cannot be extracted, and mature trees will take years to age again. A full set of all six fruit tree seedlings costs a total of 25,400g if purchased from Pierre's general store. The quality of the fruit and the price of the fruit of the tree increases as one star per year of the tree's age after reaching maturity. Fruit trees will produce silver star fruits
after one year, gold in two years, and iridium after three. Once the tree has grown completely, the surrounding area should not be clean for the fruit to increase quality. Fruit Tree fruits receive a Tiller Profession price bonus when sold, and jelly or fruit tree wine receives an Artisan Profession price bonus when sold. Spring Apricot Tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage
3 Stage 4 Stage 5 - - Summer, Autumn, Winter Harvest 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days Total: 28 Days Spring Cherry Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 - Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter Harvest 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days Total: 28 Days Spring Summer Orange Tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 - Spring, Summer, Autumn , Winter
Harvest 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days Total : 28 Days Summer Peach Tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 - Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter Harvest 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days Total: 28 Days Summer Fall Apple Tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 - Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter Harvest 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days: 28 Days Fall
Pomegranate Tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 3 Stage 5 - Spring , Summer, Autumn, Winter Harvest 7 Days 7 Days 7 Days Total: 28 Days Autumn Planting Around the Greenhouse If you are going to plant fruit trees east of the greenhouse on the Standard Farm map, take extra care to plan your layout. To the north of the greenhouse there is one row of
tiles, directly south of the cliff, that is darker color and untillable, but can be used as a walkway. The second row - ordinary charred farmland. The greenhouse sits on top of the third row of tiles. To the east of the greenhouse, two column tiles have grass to the end, and the third is the usual charred farmland, directly south of the entrance to the cave. In the
fourth column east of the greenhouse, and the third row south of the cliff, one would expect to be able to plant a fruit tree, according to normal interval rules. However, the game refuses to allow the planting of a fruit tree on a certain tile at their intersection. Any of the tiles to the east or south of this are permissible. (Ordinary trees can be planted on this tile.)
Remember that after planting, the fruit tree cannot be removed except by cutting it down, destroying it and sacrificing the investment. The gallery is shown below the fruit trees after being struck by lightning. Bugs Game will allow you to plant a common tree seed one tile from a fruit tree seedling, but will not allow you to plant fruit tree seedlings or one or two
tiles from a common tree seed or seedling. (For planting purposes, a common tree is treated as if it were another fruit tree.) Common tree seeds (i.e. acorns, maple seeds and pine cones) do not prevent the growth of the fruit tree if planted outside the 3x3 grid around the seedling. Story 1.0: Introduced. 1.1: Fruit trees can now produce fruit quality iridium.
Trees increase quality by 1 star per year after maturity. 1.4: The preliminary requirement that fruit trees do not age unless their 3x3 mesh is kept away from objects, decking and terrain features (including grass) has been removed. Tappers are used to otherwise use resources from trees in the form of oak resin, pine resin and maple syrup Three main types of
trees in the Stardew Valley each have a purpose, although they can be difficult to distinguish from each other. As can set up tapers to collect pine resin, resin, resin, or maple syrup, it may be convenient to know what type of trees you have on the farm. I will also cover the planting of trees and how you can make sure that they will grow to maturity at the
fastest pace. Woodcutting When you have cleared the farm, you can always plant more trees The Three main type of trees will start dropping the seeds at level 1 feeding. This means that you can plant your own trees and collect them for the lumber that are used to create objects and expand the farm. It takes about 15 hits to completely remove the trees at
first, but with the best axe you can get it under a half-dozen swings. With additional feeding levels, this will make removing wood and collecting wood take less than a quarter of the original energy cost. Planting and growing trees can be planted any other area. Throughout the growing cycle, make sure that the area around them remains cleared of any debris
or other trees. Normal trees should be placed in all other areas in a pattern like TXTXTX, which should also be repeated at a vertical level. They grow all year round and only take no more than 12 days to mature, as long as one empty space is cleared once it has become a seedling. In fact, you can ensure the trees on your farm will grow by clearing other
trees and debris around them with farm tools, stopping the seedlings from competing with each other. Planting and growing fruit trees Creating a garden requires you to space trees like the ones pictured above. They grow at any time of the year, but the area must remain clear. They have a harvest season and some will put out the fruit every day. Stardew
Valley allows you to plant apple trees and other types of fruit trees that grow all year round but are only put out to produce one season a year. This means 28 harvests per year per tree. Fruit trees require 2 spare parts in all directions to be clear, so they must be planted with 2 empty squares in between (TXXTXXTXXXXXTXT) with the same amount of space
on a horizontal level. The game usually won't let you plant them too close together. Fruit trees give one fruit every day. Large gardens are expensive to create because of the seedlings costing thousands each, but it is definitely a good thing to get around because of their low maintenance. The cost means it takes quite a long time for them to pay off, no
matter when they are planted. Fruit trees begin to produce a gold star produce as they age and fertilizer is required nor treated with land. The old garden may be quite a money-maker, but will take up a lot of space! Tappers for oak resin, pine resin and maple syrup oak, maple and pine can be equipped with tapers to provide you with resources for crafting
and cooking ingredients. Create a tapper (or a few of them) from (Esc zgt; Crafting) for the use of tapers. Saying trees apart is essential to getting the items you need. Just hold the taper and approach the tree and place it on the square occupied by the base of the tree. The schedule of getting resin, syrup and pine resin are all different, but you can get more
information below. Just Just Up to the tree and harvesting it as you would any crop would give you prey. Clicking on the tapper once with the axe will remove it and return it to your inventory. Maple trees have completely grown maple tree in spring, summer, fall and winter seasons Chop maple trees for tree, juice and maple seeds. They produce maple syrup
when equipped with a taper. They will then make the syrup every 7-8 days, costing 200G. These trees are easiest to distinguish during the summer, as they have glowing juice in their branches. Oak trees are fully grown oak in spring, summer, autumn and winter seasons Chop oaks for wood, juice and acorns. They produce oak resin when equipped with a
taper. They will then make pitches every 6-7 days, costing 150G. You can grow larger by planting acorns. Pines are completely grown pine in spring, summer, autumn and winter seasons Chop pine for wood, juice and pine cones. They produce Pine Tar when equipped with a tapper. They will then make the resin every 5 days, costing 100G. You can grow
larger by planting pine cones. Cones. stardew valley fruit tree placement in greenhouse. fruit tree placement stardew valley tree spacing
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